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Introduction
This three-lesson scheme of work is a lead into the play Antigone by Sophocles and 
is designed to prepare students for the written units of the new AQA AS and A level 
Drama and Theatre exams. Antigone is a set text for both of these specifications and 
is an ideal choice as it caters well for small and larger class sizes. It contains 
strategies for essay planning and ways to target the mark scheme, as well as 
practical approaches to the play in the classroom. It also suggests methods to deal 
with the social, cultural and historical demands of the exam questions and the 
challenges of style and genre. This scheme of work is based on the assumption that 
students have read the play already prior to Lesson 1, but have not started to work 
on it formally. This scheme of work is broken down into three introductory lessons 
with suggestions for planning afterwards.

Lesson 1: Starting the play and 
assessment for learning
Learning objectives

 f Understand what the play is about in terms of plot and character motivation
 f Raise central themes and aspects of plot
 f Imagining the space: where are the entrances and exits and what should be on 
stage to reflect social, cultural and historical aspects?

 f Traditional or modern interpretation? Which is best for the students in terms 
of the exam and mark schemes?

Starter
There are no right and wrong answers in Drama and Theatre; there are only 
appropriate and inappropriate ideas for the play: if the audience won’t ‘get it’, 
then your production is not going to be a success. Start by playing hangman on the 
board with the word ‘LOYALTY’. Loyalty is, arguably, the central theme of the play. 

Discussion
Once the word has been explored, ask the students about the concept of loyalty 
in the play. Loyalty to whom? Where is there a clash over loyalty in the play? 
Who shows conflicted loyalty? To whom or to what? Whose loyalty is never in 
question? To whom or to what? What is the single most important thing to the 
Ancient Greeks in terms of their ability to move on to the afterlife?

 Then ask students to write down their answers to the following questions in a 
one clear sentence.
1. What is the play Antigone about? It is worth thinking about this almost like a 

tag line in a film poster, e.g. ‘The story of a ...’.
2. Who is not being buried?
3. Why does Creon make that decree?
4. What words could you use to define Antigone’s character?
5. Who is the oldest, Antigone or Ismene?
6. Why does Ismene refuse to help Antigone bury the body, and then change 

her mind?
7. Why does Creon refuse all advice to change his mind, up to the moment 

when Teiresias reveals his fate?
8. What would you have on stage to convey that this is a society that values the 

importance of their gods?
9. Should the audience sympathise with Creon at the end of the play?
10. What is the role of The Chorus in the play?
11. When was Antigone written?
12. Why was it written?

Resources
 f Copies of the play Antigone. I would 

recommend the Methuen student 
edition translated by Don Taylor

 f DVD of Antigone. The BBC adaptation 
from 1986 starring Juliet Stevenson 
is the most useful and the Don Taylor 
translation is used for this production. 
It is available on YouTube.
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The questions are, in part, deliberately open-ended and designed to fuel early 
discussion about plot and meaning/message as well as basic facts and checking 
that students have read the text. Allow students their copies of the text as they 
complete this exercise. This can also be a pre-lesson more formal exercise set 
as homework alongside the reading. Hopefully, for question 8, someone will 
suggest some form of altar or statue that could be placed on stage to show the 
importance of the gods in Ancient Greece. Question 12 is there deliberately to lead 
the students towards an initial consideration of ‘playwright intention’ and raise 
the concept of Sophocles writing the play so that his audience would remember 
the importance of respecting and fearing the gods, something Creon clearly does 
not do, and is therefore punished for his hubris.  

Activity
On the board write: ‘The laws of the gods are more important than the laws of man.’

How could that statement and the clash over loyalty to the gods’ laws and 
those of the king (humankind’s laws) be successfully symbolised onstage? How 
could the set design symbolise Creon’s hubris and arrogance in the face of the 
gods? This is where the first consideration of a set design and entrances and exits 
begins. Read through the stage directions at the start of the play. It is stated that 
‘The scene is set outside the royal palace of Thebes. Enter Antigone and Ismene. They are 
both nervous and troubled. Antigone looks around to be sure they cannot be overheard 
before speaking.’ It is vital that students plan out where this is going to happen 
onstage and that they remember that the play takes place outside (to avoid 
references to looking up to the ceiling in essays). 

Watch the opening sequence of the BBC version of Antigone. Remind students 
that this adaptation takes place in an antechamber in the palace: they should 
reflect the stage directions in the play in their design, but they can embrace 
certain design ideas from the BBC. Therefore, the steps up to the palace doors at 
the back, the size and scale of the doors, the size of Creon’s throne, the platform 
it is placed on and the useful small table in front (for striking during moments 
of temper?) and the way Creon is represented on the banners are all important. 
Create a basic 3D floor plan on the board and then ask students to add items to it 
to reflect:

 f The importance of the gods: Statues? Busts?  
 f The time period in which the play is set (students will add to this as they do 
more research into Greek tragedy)

 f Creon’s hubris: Statues? Busts? Banners and/or flags? Design of the throne? 
Colours and materials used? Ornamentation to suggest ‘enjoyment of power?’ 
Size of these items in contrast to how the gods are represented onstage?

 f Creon’s lack of suitability as a king (the size of the throne in contrast to him as 
a character)

 f Entrances and exits: into the palace (steps?), towards the city and perhaps 
beyond, towards the battlefield and Antigone’s tomb? This could be one 
entrance, as in the BBC version, or they could split it either side of the stage. 
An entrance through the auditorium up onto the stage? For The Messenger? 
Or Creon as he returns with Haemon’s body?

 f ‘Cracks’ in the set to suggest the perilous nature of Creon’s position and the 
building anger of the gods? Pillars with ornamentation at the top suggesting 
carvings of the gods ‘looking down’ on the action in judgement?

Ask students to draw the plan in their notes and add to it as they go through 
the play, culminating in a final version of what they want to use by the end of 
working through the play. Items like steps, palace doors at the top, etc., show the 
beginnings of an understanding of Ancient Greek staging conventions.

Homework
Read through the first exchange between Antigone and Ismene and arrive with 
casting and costume ideas for next lesson that are in keeping with Ancient Greek 
traditions and design. Students should be expected to use the correct costume 
terminology. Ask them to consider how casting and costume could be used to 
highlight character and contrast between the two.
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Lesson 2: Casting/costume and the two sisters 
Starter
Write the following exam question on the board: ‘As a performer, explain how 
you would perform the role of Ismene in two sections of the play in order to 
convey your interpretation of her character to the audience.  You must make 
specific reference to the social, cultural and/or historical context of Antigone in 
your answer.’ (This can be adjusted to a more specific AS level question, e.g.: ‘How 
would you perform the role of Ismene during her first appearance onstage in 
order to gain an audience response of sympathy?’)

Go through students’ casting and costume ideas for Antigone and Ismene, 
making sure you draw attention to how the contrasts between the two characters 
could be established. This will lead into the interpretation aspect of the question 
above.

Casting and costume should consider:
 f Age
 f Height
 f Build
 f Colouring: This can refer to skin and/or hair. Hair style is important.
 f Specific facial features that could help establish character or a sisterly 
relationship/similarity

 f Costume: Time-specific terminology is vital here. There are many excellent 
Ancient Greek costume websites that will provide the appropriate terms. 
See: https://greektheatre.wordpress.com/home/

 f This is also a way to cover the social, cultural, historical aspects. Encourage the 
use of terms like peplos (more ornate, traditional princess gown: excellent for 
Ismene throughout and Antigone in her final scene, dressed in white); chiton 
(plain and simple garment, apt for Antigone in first two appearances and 
creates a powerful contrast with the more conventional Ismene); chlamys (for 
soldiers, comes with a hat which is useful for taking off respectfully, twisting in 
your hands in fear, etc. and can be used with the right accessories to convey a 
military dictator type, possibly wearing a wreath (but definitely not wearing an 
anachronistic crown); and himation (longer piece of material wrapped around 
almost Roman ‘toga’ style,  suggests wisdom or the need to ‘appear’ wise).

Discussion
Talk through the methods employed to reflect the differences between Antigone 
and Ismene; Ismene, the older more frightened or perhaps sensible sister against 
Antigone, the younger, headstrong, defiant firebrand. How can accessories and 
hair style also be used to reflect those contrasts? How can sandals or bare feet 
also reflect this? How can hair colour be used to show setting? How can casting 
also be used to show that the characters are sisters? What specific physical 
similarities could be remarked upon to help establish this?

Activity
In pairs, ask students to work through the scene and make a decision on what 
their directorial intentions are as they work through it. What exactly do they 
want to convey to the audience during this scene? Relate this back to the essay 
question on the board. They need to consider:

 f The context of the scene. This is vital and they should be encouraged to use 
the word context frequently. This will become a central part of their essay 
planning. Antigone is there to ask her sister to help her bury the body.

 f The different character aspects of each sister.
 f Antigone’s emotional journey throughout the scene: her attitude towards Creon 
and his proclamation; her gradual loss of fear of being overheard and how that 
will be communicated to the audience; her changing attitude and emotions 
towards Ismene as she refuses to help; Antigone’s loyalty to her brother and 
the laws of the gods. 

 f Ismene’s initial reaction to the news of the proclamation and then her response 
to Antigone’s plan:  fear of Creon or protective sister trying to save Antigone 
from herself? Her sense of being a conventional female in this time period. Her 
attempts to quieten Antigone down.  

 f Social expectations placed on women as demonstrated by Ismene and rejected 
by Antigone. Links to the patriarchal society of Ancient Greece.

 f Ismene’s emotional journey during the scene and her final protestation of love 
for her sister.

 f The language used in the play: the declamatory style of acting to reflect the 
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formality of the language used. The moments of stichomythic exchange to reflect 
moments of argument and conflict? The changes to pace and volume during 
these moments as Antigone ignores Ismene’s concern about being overheard. 
How references to these styles of acting show understanding of the social/
cultural/historical aspects of the play.

Work through the scene dividing it up into sections so each pair has the 
opportunity to perform. Stop after each section has been performed and on the 
board list the performance ideas that were clearly appropriate for the scene. 
Identify what the audience liked and discuss why. Finish the discussion by 
answering clearly the following questions:
a. What is your interpretation of Ismene as a character in this scene? What do 

you need to convey to the audience about her?
b. What is your interpretation of Antigone is this scene? Again, what needs to be 

conveyed?
c. What is the context of this scene? What specifically is happening here and why?
d. What is your interpretation of their relationship in this scene? How does it 

shift and change here?
e. What audience response would you wish to create towards Ismene, and then 

Antigone? Encourage the use of specific terminology that would impress in 
a written response: Sympathy, pity, respect, admiration, disappointment, 
disgust, anger, fear for or of?

Homework
1. Plan out a brief paragraph for an essay which would demonstrate clear 

understanding of the social, cultural and historical aspects of the play 
Antigone. This should include who wrote it, the date it was written, why it was 
written and for what reason, the place of theatre in the life of the Ancient 
Greeks and on what the plot was based  or by what it was inspired. It should 
be no more than four or five lines long. This will require some research on 
students’ part.

2. Who were The Chorus? What was their function in Greek society?
3. Find out how many characters were in a Greek chorus and what the term 

‘Exarchos’ means.
4. What does the term ‘exposition’ mean?
5. Read through the first entrance of The Chorus, their first choric ode (The 

Parados) and their interaction afterwards as they discuss why the king has 
asked them to meet him.

6. How would they direct The Chorus at the start of the ode in order to 
convey their joy in victory over Argos and their thanks to the gods for their 
intervention?

7. What costume do they want The Chorus to wear?

Lesson 3: The Chorus and the first choric ode
Learning objectives

 f Who are The Chorus?
 f What is their role in the play? What is their function in this specific choric ode?
 f Casting and costume of The Chorus
 f The challenge of directing The Chorus as one and the concept of a choric acting 
style.

Starter
Start with the following question on the board

‘Briefly outline your casting ideas for The Chorus and then explain how you would 
direct them in two sections of the play, in order to achieve your intended effects.’

Discussion
Discuss the answers to the set homework. Remind students that they must 
make a fixed decision on justified casting decisions for The Chorus. List possible 
methods for identifying the role of The Exarchos and justifying a number of actors 
for The Chorus, for example.
1. The oldest of The Chorus?
2. A specific item or accessory added to his himation costume? A sash, cloak or 

staff?
3. The use of a particular stage position? Always closest to Creon and in front of 

The Chorus showing his role as a spokesperson for the group? 
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4. How having an odd number of chorus members is useful in creating two equal 

sized groups and one Exarchos. What is the use of having these groupings 
when re-enacting battle scenes during the first choric ode?

5. How many chorus members were traditionally used in Greek Tragedy?
6. What gender will you have for The Chorus and why? Consider the nature 

of the patriarchal society and Creon’s apparent views towards women as 
expressed in play?

7. Will your Chorus use masks? I feel that facial expression is a vital skill to use 
onstage and refer to in AS and A level essays!

Activity
Go back to the question on the board and ask students to consider what could be 
referred to as potential effects for this particular question. For example

 f A potential audience response towards The Chorus during this ode?
 f What are the key aspects that the audience should see, recognise or 
understand during this ode?

Ask students to make a list of the key things that an audience should do when 
watching this ode performed in order for it to have meaning for the audience and 
to help them understand the events of the play. Write down ideas and split them 
into:  a) audience responses, and b) what the audience should understand. This 
will help students understand the difference between a written exam response 
question (emotional response from audience: sympathy, pity, admiration, shock, 
respect, etc.) and an effects question (can be an emotional response and/or an 
intellectual understanding: the audience recognise The Chorus are celebrating 
victory, providing exposition, showing sorrow at the death of the brothers, 
demonstrating their loyalty to the gods, creating tension/anticipation through 
their discussion of why Creon has invited them to the palace to see him, etc.). 
This will help students plan introductory paragraphs that focus on the demands 
of the question using command words.

The Chorus are the senators of Thebes; their role there is to advise the king 
and also reflect the view of the people of the city.  Their function in the play 
shifts from at times being narrators or providing exposition for the audience, to 
standing separate from the action and commenting on it, to being characters 
who challenge others and their views. They are complicated in that at times they 
are clearly supportive of Antigone and her actions, they encourage the king to 
recognise his mistakes but also remind Antigone that she is the author of her own 
misfortune and they seem on occasion to seek to  maintain the peace between 
arguing characters, even when one is clearly failing to follow the laws of the gods. 

Using the whole class, get them to read aloud the first three lines of the 
Parados (first choric ode) in choric style. Add simple synchronised gestures:

 f A gesture upwards on ‘sun.’
 f Hands over eyes on ‘brightly.’
 f A gesture towards ‘the seven gates of Thebes.’

Raise the idea that The Chorus is a character and, as such, can have a facial 
expression, gesture or tone of voice as one. They can have one stage position and 
move towards the throne or the altar as one suggesting a certain demeanour. 

Divide the group into four, giving each group one section of the ode. Ask them 
what effects they would wish to create for the audience through their staging of 
each section, based on the list of effects created above. They should add at least 
one action to the dialogue every other line and can use a range of synchronised 
and/or individual gestures for The Chorus. They should also consider moments 
when the Chorus actually re-enact key events that have taken place in order to 
bring their exposition to life. For example:

 f The arrival of the army of Argos
 f The drawing of swords and couching of spears
 f Zeus bringing down his thunder
 f The seven champions of Thebes at the gates of the city
 f The battle between Polynices and Eteocles and their death by each other’s hand
 f The sadness of the The Chorus’s reaction to this (vocally?)
 f The celebration and victory party after the battle and thanks to Bacchus
 f The request by Creon to meet him. Could this section be delivered ‘severally’ 
instead of in choric style? If the answer is yes, why is that? Would that imply a 
lack of agreement by The Chorus at this stage rather than being of one mind, as 
suggested through choric delivery?
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Allow rehearsal time and then show work. Focus on gestures used and vocal 
qualities. Consistently emphasise that The Chorus are a character and therefore 
are no more difficult to direct than any other, but they must always be cast and 
costumed in a written response. 

Homework
Cast and costume Creon. Read through his first appearance. Ask students to 
consider:

 f The concept of hubris
 f The first entrance of Creon: from where and how? When will he move down 
the steps to his throne? How? 

 f When a character directly addresses the audience, how does that make them 
feel? As if they are the citizens of Thebes?

 f The complex character of Creon: a tyrannical dictator, or a man driven to 
protect his city under any circumstances?

General planning principles 
for ongoing lessons
1. Start each lesson with an example written exam question on the board. There 

are examples on the AQA website but a new specification means titles will 
need inventing. For AS, keep the questions focussed on:

 f Audience response
 f Intended effects for the audience 
 f Interpretation of the character 
 f Interpretation of the relationship between the two central characters in the 
section 

 f A character’s changing attitude during a scene to another.
2. Each time a new character is encountered, make sure detailed casting and 

costume ideas are discussed. Make a decision early on whether students 
should keep to the traditions of Greek tragedy or whether you will allow an 
Antigone dressed in black, with heavy boots and black eyeliner going up 
against Creon in a smart, expensive three-piece suit. Keep a note of when a 
character’s costume or the condition of that costume will change: Antigone, 
covered in dust and earth? Antigone, dressed all in white? Creon, covered in 
the blood of his son?

3. Make sure students, at AS level, start their written answers with a paragraph 
that covers, quickly and in detail, key aspects of the social, cultural and/or 
historical aspects of the play. At A level, these references should be embedded 
into the essay as they go along.

4. Students should aim to include 10 to 12 quotes per essay. Each quote should 
be accompanied by a range of vocal, physical, movement and stage position 
ideas. The quotes should be covered chronologically from the chosen section 
and performance ideas added should reflect a range of ideas. Avoid using 
tone, pitch and volume for each one. After adding performance ideas to a 
quote, always say why. Consistent justification is vital.

5. All written work should include a reference to facial expression at least once.
6. Teiresias is not Gandalf from Lord of The Rings, but taking him as a starting 

point  is a good way into the character of  Teiresias and his role as the augur 
of the gods. 
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